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Final Issue of This
Semester's
Pacific WEEKLY
Z4
College of Pacific and Stockton Junior College, Stockton, Calif., Friday, June 5, 1942

Little Theatre
Season Ends
fhis Week-end

Associates in Art Degrees to be
Conferred on 267 JC Students

1 HI

No. 33^'

90 COP Classmates to Receive
Diplomas at Commencement

Dr. Powell Will Address
June Graduating Class

ill

Wlfl

Dr. Knoles Will Bestow
Honors on New Graduates

pr. Faustus is
Last Show

1 wo hundred sixty-seven Stockton Junior College June
Ninety out of the hundred and seventeen College of
graduates and I orty-1 ive February graduates will have the Pacific students to have degrees and honors conferred upon
degree ot Associates in Arts conferred upon them in Pacific's them during the year 1941-42 will receive their diplomas in
Tonight and tomorrow evening
Outdoor Theatre Saturday, June 13, at 7:30 p.m.
Baxter Stadium, Sunday, June 14, at 7:00 p.m.
the tragical history of Dr. Faust
At the sixth annual commencement Dr. Dewey Powell
The Processional March that opens the ceremony will
us will close a successful Little
•be followed by an invocation by
Theatre season
during which will address the graduating class. •

plays, all of a different type, Diplomas will be given out by An
sel S. Williams, superintendent of
were presented.
city schools, and President
Dwayne Orton of the Junior Col
TKOPHY
At the close of the production, lege will confer the degrees.
the Melvyn Lawson Dramatic
Following the ceremony an
Trophy will be presented to the informal reception will be held
graduating senior who has con in Anderson Hall honoring the
tributed the most to the Little graduates and their friends.
Theatre. Lois Wheeler, former
The folowing is the tentative
College of Pacific student, re list of students who will receive
ceived the award last year on diplomas:
the basis of her talent, interest,
Toslilkazu
Abo, Elizabeth Jean
Charles Frank Adams, Russell
conscientiousness,
abiltiy
to Acree,
Agnen Jr., Sara Frances Ahearn, liar-,
work with a group and outstand bara Alice Allarl, Dorothy Allen, Aimee
Genevieve Arbios, Ann Ellen Arnold,
ing; contributions.
Philip Emanuel Raer, Florence G. Bag-

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS

six

The "Dr. Faustus" cast of thir
ty-five members, directed by DeMarcus Brown, will have complet
ed a fine piece of work when the
fights are dimmed on the final
scene Saturday evening.
SETS
The set is very unusual in that
it is done on the basis of cubes
and squares. The beautiful Con
servatory will serve as a realistic
backdrop for the set. Astute use
of lighting lends the final touch
to create the proper mood and
setting for a man who sells his
soul to the devil in exchange for
more knowledge of worlds be
yond.
The appearances of the devils
command deep, red rays of light,
while the clown frolics on a stage
Dow entirely aglow with whites
and yellows. The dancing se
quences seem to lend life to the
atmosphere which bespeaks al
most entirely of tragedy and cerl3'n oblivion for a man who rePanted too late.

liy, Sadao Baishlkl, Winona Barber,
Marcelyn Jean Ilattilana, Barbara Baxlev, John Beanland, Scott Beatie, Jean
Claire Beaton, Myra Louise Beckman,
Patricia Ann Bell, Paul Gideon Berger,
Jolyn Yvonne Bergeron, Joseph Edward
Blnnculli, John William Bigeloc, Doris
Opal Bloom, Marjoric Jean Boardman,
Ardyth I. Bock, Norma Bonino, Doris
Irene Bootlie, Julia Lorraine Borba,
Robert Patrick Boue, Willis Thomas
Boyarsyy, Patricia Joy Boynton, Rodney
I!. Branson, Clifford Alfred Braw, Rich
ard Spencer Briggs, Barbara Eleanor
Bristol, John William Brown, Garnet
Albert Brotzmann, Elinore Jean Bruno,

JUNE 14, 1942

(Continued on Page Three)

Naranjados Will
Be Distributed
Wednesday

DR. DEWEY POWELL, local physician, and DR. ROY
SMITH, editor of the Christian Advocate, will be commence
ment speakers. Dr. Powell will address Junior College
graduates Saturday. Dr. Smith, College of Pacific graduates
next Sunday.

Clio Lee Abercrombie
Jeanne Lee Baker (Public School
Music)
Warren Sturcke Boalt
Joyce Elizabeth Boege
Aileen Marion Bolter
Tomas M. Bolton, Jr.
Carroll Julius Bosch
Barbara Elaine Boyes
Jean Harriette Bradley
Allen Forbes Breed
David Warren Brubeck

(Continued on Page Three)

Baccalaureate
Services Are
Sunday
Students will receive their 1942 DEAR STUDES-IT'S AGAIN THAT
Naranjados by Wednesday, states
Baccalaureate Service for the
Bill Hunefeld, editor. The first TIME OF THE YEAR WHEN YOU
College of Pacific's eighty-fifth
shipment of the books will be on
Commencement will be held Sun
SHOULD CONSIDER HOW TO
the campus Monday.
day, June 7, at 3 p. m.
The following is a review of the
DOWN-PAVMENTS
FLUNK SUCCESSFULLY
program for the afternoon.
Only six hundred annuals have
A nnuals Have
Colored Covers

been ordered and four hundred
copies have already been reserv
ed. Students who have not made
their down payments should do
so immediately.
Some interesting features of
this year's book are the six-divis
ion pages done in two colors;
the two four-color pages of the
king and queen of the Mardi Gras,
STAFF
and the divided index in the back
Jan Wiman did the work on of the book, one for C. O. P. stu
c
°siurnes and is to be commend- dents and one for J. C. students.
e(j
• Others working on the pro- COVERS
iuctiion are John Crabbe, who is
The covers for the books are
being kept a secret until they are
tola
'§ the lights, Lois Hoffschneiactually distributed. The elim
der
and Pattie Shuler, who are ination of the junior class por
hanaiilng the choreography of
traits was done in an effort to
^ dances ,and of course the cast make more room for covering
01 thirty-five.
student activities.
Division editors working under
All ln all a fine evening's entertai
Hunefeld were Margaret Stimmrnent is to be expected.
mann, assistant editor; Betty
Morrison, society; Jack Toomay,
sports; George Akimoto, art,
ast
William Ramsey, radio and music,
ISSUE
and Priscilla Keefer, copy reader.
The colorful masks worn by the
evi!s in the Devil Dance were
made by Tony Reid who seems
0
as adept in art and design
® is in stagecraft and acting.
f(% plans to leave C. O. P. at
® close of the semester, but
., at will be Pacific's loss is
ncIe Sam's gain.

Flunking is a subject that, al
though not dear, is near to many
of us at the preseent time. It is
a subject that should be given a
great deal of thought.

GOAL—A WATCH

Now let's face facts; everyone
knows that people don't finish
college for a diploma anymore.
Our best magazines have proven,
without a doubt, that students to
day, graduate for wrist watches.
We have decided to tell you,
providing you flunk, how you
can get these multi-jeweeled tick
ers.
There are two schools of
thought on successful flunking,
the "New School" and the "New
er School."

TWO METHODS

Psycholofgists gave us the
"New School of Successful Flunk
ing" and said that it was com
posed of rationalizations such as
"sour grapes," "sweet lemon," and
"suffering hero" complexes. How
^oday>s issue 0f the WEEK- BUSINESS MANAGER
ever, parents gradually became
Tom Bowe was business mana wise to theese barrages of ra
t
e
cur
rei \
°f ^
~ ger, assisted by Frances Bocek.
tionalizations and supercharged
Scbool year, is the last for
Milton Valentine aided in the ca
tears, and the watch companies
pacity of general office boy.

L

began to fail with the students.
Something had to be found.
Well, something new has been
added, and this is our "Newer
School of Successful Flunking."
This newer school still employs
the use of rationalization, but, oh,
so much more cleverly. To pre
vent hysteria, we will omit the
psychological term and call it the
"I-am-a-genius" complex.
(No
similarity to Saroyan or Toomay
is intendeed.)
We have been told that in the
past a "staggering" number of
great geniuses have managed to
flunk out. This is always a good
argument to fall back on.

DON'T STINT
The parental approach is very
simple and brief. One merely as
sumes a care-worn look and says,
"This is all very elementary; I
am bored. I failed because I am
a genius. Give me my wrist
watch, Mother dear."
You would be surprised at some
of the results.
(Just in case, we know where
you can pick up a dandy watch
for 32.98.)

"

— 1912 and taug.
]* schools of Kyoto
/ years.
nivr-.--.:.

the Reverend Dr. Noel J. Breed.
The address to the graduating
class will be delivered by Dr. Roy
L. Smith, editor of the Christian
Advocate. He will speak on "The
Way That Lies Ahead."
Dr. Tuliy Cleon Knoles will
then confer the honors and de
grees. The singing of Pacific
Hail and benediction by Reverend
Ward Willis Long will conclude
the exercises.
At nine o'clock Dr. and Mrs.
Knoles will hold a reception in
Anderson Hall honoring Dr.
Smith, the class of '42, alumni,
trustees, faculty and friends. (No
special invitations are being is
sued.)
The following is the tentative
list of students to receive diplo-

rxlr

tfk

—

111

I

Music.
Processional Hymn.
Invocation by Reverend George
H. Colliver.
A Cappella Choir singing "The
King of Love My Shepherd Is."
Scripture reading by Dean Fred
L. Farley.
A Cappell Choir singing "Be
yond the Haze."
Sermon by Dr. Tully C. Knoles.
Hymn.
Choral Blessing.
During the week several pro
grams will be given in honor of
the graduating students. On Fri
day, June 12, at 8:30 p. m., a
Commencement Concert will be
held at the Conservatory of Mu
sic. A reception for the gradu
ates will be given by Delta Chap
ter of Pi Kappa Lambda at An
derson Hall.
Saturday, June 13, at 10:30 a.
m. an oratorical contest will
take place in Anderson Hall. Sun
day, June 14, at 1:30 p. m. the
alumni banquet will be held.
Friday afternoon, all day Sat
urday and Sunday, June 12, 13
and 14, thg annual exhibition of
the art department will be on
display in Weber Memorial Hall.

1I
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FINALE

.!

• COMMENCEMENT •*

With a dinner last Wednesday evening, when most of
ie writing for this issue had already been completed, staff
members of the WEEKLY bade goodbye to journalistic
chores for another summer of vacation.
We thought the year's activity was excellent experience
,!\0pf that a11 staff members enjoyed as thoroughly as
v e did the pleasure derived from each week's issue.
To those who shared in this satisfaction we are ex
tremely grateful; to them goes all the work, none of the
credit. We hope successor Jack Toomay is as fortunate
with his staff.

f-

1t G

By JOHN DENNIS

When small, we used to •
the wharf

WINNERS
Pacific students are to be congratulated
S
the opmion of those who witnessed the recent
r>c a
ISA War Stamp and Bond drive. The most optimistic pre
dictions were exceeded; students and faculty members dis
played some of the spirit lacking all year.
Those who planned the affair, and this includes prexy
Bob Monagan and members of his various committees, had
a big job, got even larger results. To them goes half the
credit.

Perhaps what was needed to stir all from lethargy was
a good cause; there was plenty of that. With this type of
response, Uncle Sam can't lose.

HEIL, FUROR
In a guttural voice which indicated his recent residence
in Germany, Dr. Martn Hall—last week's special assembly
speaker—barely managed to convey to an impatient and
restless student body the impression that the German popu
lace was not ready for democracy at the end of the last war
will not he ready for it until they revolt of their own volition.'
He feels, however, that the time may be coming for
such a revolution. "Many, who before were not trusted
with arms, are now being given guns, so great is the need
kn°WS ^ What direction the>7 will turn
them?" S;
And so in this year of complete global warfare there
comes talk of a German uprising—the thing the civilized
world has been awaiting for two years; the thing those who
knew the Third Reich best said would never happen.
There is no doubt that the recent British thousand-plane
bombing attacks will do a big part in speeding up revolt
activities, may even cause Germans to fight for their democ
racy against their Feuhrer.

panorama

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

THE DOWN
BEAT
By ERNEST FARMER

By PHYLLIS MAGNUSON

at

Monterey, SUf

dangling, and watch the'
boats throb slowly, dark a litt
•
the sun, out to
open '
Sometimes we asked what h
pened in a storm. . . if th0Se ^
things would come back wll
and sound; what happens in
heavy sea.
We are heading for the 0n,
sea now. . . some of us literal!
some figuratievly. We know th
the storm is there and that son
of us won't come back. We arei,
little any more, and somehow
don't want to know what haDDPr
in a storm.
We believe that humanity t
almost universally afraid, a»
peaceful and affectionate. We wh
are young believe that our con
temporaries are not callous not
cynical, but wondering. Whai
do you want of us, you mothers
who have borne us ... you father!
who have made us see? Do yon
want us good? Rich? Happy?
Peaceful? What do you want of
us, you teachers who have shown
us why and how, you men of
God who have told us that there
is? Do you want us wise? Kind?
Tolerant? Hopeful?
We stand at* the crossroads.
and wonder. Is this our world?
Will it be ours when we return
to the quiet water? You stand at
the crossroads with us and do not
dare to be false. Call for your
brave, new world and you will
have it by dint of our blood and
brains. And when the deed is
done, forget not the giver or the
gift is bare.
The time is at hand. We have
not the tools, and we are not
ready because we have hoped and
planned and dreamed for some
thing . . . not war. But after
ward . . . afterward . . . when the
deed is done . . . some will come
back and inherit the earth. Per
haps . . . And all will find, in one
way or another, what happens in
a storm.

It is no mean feat to compose
a swan song in swing tempo, but
With the semester drawing to in attempting it the following
ramblings resulted: It has been
a close the members of Mu Phi a pleasant assignment to at
Epsilon have elected their officers tempt to keep the members of
for next year at a meeting held at this campus informed of doings
the home of one of their patron in the realm of swing. However,
esses, Mrs. J. Henry Welton. it also has had its discouraging
moments.
They are: president, Marcella
We have wondered about the
Thorpe; vice-president, Vivian
value of writing about such men
Bradley; recording secretary, as Lunceford, Ellington, Good
Carol Hanna; corresponding sec man, et al when the musical Bobba is Author
retary, Mildred Marsh; treasur taste of the campus runs to the
Due to an oversight the name
er, Jane Gordon; chorister, Lois other extreme. We thought per
of
Phyllis Bobba, author of "Boy
BOB CONAWAY
Johnson; warden, Frances Bow- haps we were making some prog
IRVINE SPRAGUE
Editor
in Blue," published in this col
Manager
erman; historian, Harriet Grey; ress, but when that "solid sender"
Phone 9-9121
umn last week, was omitted.
and chaplain, Nella Rogers.
Phone 8-8710
i™iiena
nogers. The Freddie Martin outdpew Lunce
P
l
)
sh
new
resident
,„ ' ' '; Aed every Friday during the College year bv the p™;#,-J
P
will be sent as dele- ford and Ellington combined we
1924, at thl°CpostofficfntStocftoSnSer°r(f Cl3SS matter October 24.
to the national conference to were almost ready to admit de peared as tho we represent the
personification of the "square
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for m'ailPni t""3' .uPder the A°t of be hcdd m Denver in August, feat.
peg
in a round hole" when if
PIan
were
mada
provided for in Section 1103, Oct. 3, 'mi, authorfzed^Oct^^riSm
f
for the Senior
Our psyche was completely comes to popular musical critic
eu ucc. -a,
4. Breakfast, honoring Vivian Bradcrossed when Sunny Dunham, ism.
ley, at the Clark Hotel.
leader of one of the country's
However, it is varying and in®
1941 n
Member
1942
To be featured at the Senior best "young" bands, drew none
College commencement will be from the campus but a handful vidual opinions which make this
Associated Colle6iate Press
country what it is (to coin
three trumpeteers from the
of "cats."
Our ravings about phrase) and it has been worth
Stockton Field Band, one of
th ecommercial plagarism of clas
whom is Eugene Lancelle, ex-Pa- sical themes seemed only to while and lots of fun. We do n<
S T A F F
NEWS: Editor- -Jeanne Dagg.
cific student. The composition is contribute to the record breaking know who will be handling th
column in the future, but may
the familiar "Echo Waltz," by
sales of such masterpieces as if you are all good children Pe
£K
"ocek.
Charles Franko Goldman. In "Tonight We Love."
chance Santa Claus will depos
Pride of Pacific," a dramatic
Our statement to the effect that some "hep" individual on \
MHntyrcT)M^j0He ^arch ^^cn b.rRobaertdSnC
the swing content of Harry James WEEKLY'S doorstep; an indivi'
and
Glenn Miller's releases is ual who can keep you inform6
S
O
^
r
k
a
r
e
practically
nil has been consider on the latest records made by lv
DRAMA EDITOR: Sally Rinehart. '
answered by the band. The alma
ed heresy. Our opinion concern Tinear and her twenty-six tend
ing the attempts of sincere jazz saxes, or give you the latest go
cpartc.
_ ..
I
. , . .. SHS
mute ap- musicians has been fluffed off as sip about Jake Snake and '•
SPORTS: Editor—Dick Barkle
corny," and all in all it has ap- Rhumba Rattlers.
propriate for the occasion.
ve1
PHOTOGRAPHY: Don Jonte.
So to our successor, whoe
and
it may be, Merriweather -Having passed both the formthe new members will entertain wish good luck and trust
I
al
and
informal
tests,
the
pledges
SUBSCRIPTIONS $1.50 A YEAR
given in the Sarden they will do all in their power
of Phi Mu Alpha — Don Spindler, of t
of Robert Gordon.
Jack Lighthart, Marion Daane
"Keep 'Em Dancing."
PW Mu tennis tourna
and Jacob Reed — will be initia
Pn^ti1ifrrnt,yStbree?epJone
128"130 N'
ted into the fraternity this even ment the two contestants left in
Courses in Russian are now'
Administration Building; Phone "9-912LPUS
' R°°m W1, ing at a formal service in AnderB' ,
kattIe are J- Russell Bodley ing offered at Cornell and1 Har
I son Hall. Next Sunday morning and Forest Honnold. Good luck vard, while Pennsylvania ott&
to you both!
Moroccan Arabic.

I

rrs
years ago, "Stagg Upsets Cal."
"We did it' before and we can
do R ***&&*

I

Also Selected
SHORT SUBJECTS

¥

KENT TAYLOK

J

_x.

r
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90 COP Students
peceive Diplomas
Vext Sunday

Dr~
J?C°
by W°rks
at
Tule
Lake

(Continued from Page One)
.irtlr
nriian Margery TJ
Buck
uiene Diana Budiselich
Marda Bugbee
^rbara May Cadden
ffovd Ernest Danielson
Pdward T. Denny
LesTie McKean Dow
John Paul Dowdall
violet Jeanne Drew
Unrace Y. Evans (Bachelor of Music)
pdward E. Fay, Jr.
Thomas Joseph John Ferrari
Harris Fine
Verdienne Folse
nrville C. Geoffroy
Wanda Lillian German
Elva Jane Gilbert
iijce Jane Gipner
lone Grey (Bachelor of Music)
Geraldine Griggs
Doris Starr Guernsey
jainin Aaron Hamm
Mervel Lolita Hammill
John J. Hancock (Bachelor of Music)
Kenneth N. Hastin
Armgard Henrietta L. Heimann
Robert John Henning
Claude Hollis Hogan, Jr.
Forrest L. Honnold (Bachelor of
Music)
Gloria Lorraine Hopps (Bachelor of
Music)
_
William Hunefeld, Jr.
Lorraine Ingram
Virginia Takako Inouye
Henry Nobukazu Iwana
Nylan Jeung
Joseph A. Johns
Marjorie Louise Johnson
Grayce Ritsu Kaneda
Edmund Joseph Keilty, Jr.
Lillian Kowatch
Barbara Belle Laddon
LeRoy Carlo Leale
Margaret L. Lee
Robert J. Lehman
Lois E. Long
Edward William Ludwig
William Norton Lunt
Thomas George Marks
Margo Elizabeth Mclntyre
George Campbtll Miller
Robert Timothy Monagan, Jr.
Chris Gordon Nielsen
Idella Noteware

Special Events Planned for 5-Week Summer
Dr. Charles Norman, head of
the economic department, has School; Regular Credit Will Be Given

received word from Dr. Harold
Jacoby and his wife.
Dr. Jacoby, on leave of absence
from the College of Pacific, is at
Tule Lake in Modoc county doing
relocation work at the Japanese
Resettlement Center.

Jaysee Graduation
Exercises,
Next Saturday

Zephyr Point Chosen as Site for
Three Week Post Session
A program of summer instructoin, designed to keep
Pacific active at the growing point of American education
needs today, will get under way on Monday, June 22, when
the five-week Stockton session begins. Zephyr Point, on
the Nevada shore of Lake Tahoe, will be the setting for

(Continued from Page One)

Merle Boyd Brusso, Peter Caldwell
Burd, John S. Busb.
Eano J. Canepa, Hetty Carter, Mildred
Kathryn lone O'Connor
Ghan, Norma Kuno Chase, Rose Ann
Richard Vaughan Robinson
Ghatton, James LeRoy Chrisman, George
Kenneth W. Rogers
.Longfellow Cline, Robert William ComRichard Nicholas Schneider
Dellack, Eleanor Anne Comer, Susann
Audrey Merle Segale
Lonklin, Charles Douglas Corhin, Daniel the three-week post session, Au
Constance June Slater
r. Lowden, Beverley Jeanne Crofton,
Eloise June Smith
Alice Louise Curran, Maryetta Ila Cur- gust 3 to 21; while the summer eral assemblies and a special
Lois Jean McBride Stanford
tm Jeanne Olive Dagg, Jane R. Dash- tour offering, this year a 35-day
chapel service are scheduled, as
Ethel May Stark
leil, Albert Adolph Dauth, Joel Raul
Rosemary Ruth Strader
Dardis, Gladys Davis, Grace Lueila coast-to-coast exploration of mu well as seminars, group meetings
Jean Delight Stucky
Davis, George Dedekam, Joan Marie De- sical America, is scheduled
to and luncheons.
Melva Boon^ Swagerty
Martim, Madelyn M. Dick, Grace Helene
Charles Fredrick Tarbox
Dickman, John Dinubilo Jr., Marcel la leave Stockton July 3.
Pacific Little Theatre is again
Harry Lester Tovani
Dobrasin, Lorette Isabel Donovan, Mil
Wilfred Traphagen, Jr.
dred Elaine Eacbus, Eugene Robert Eg REQUIREMENTS
assembling a summer acting
Harry Clyde Tremain, J.
bert, Bette Ann Elliott, Merle Rae Esplen,
Minnie Evans.
The special requirements of ev company that will stage a feature
Bernis Claire Tuttle
Ruth Udden
Dorothy Fairchilds, Dale Romain Fen ery type of mid-year student have playbill including another "long
Richard Grover Ulrey
stermacher, Jack A. Fisher, Willard
Merceita Marie Voorhees
Eugen Farney, Marc Otis Fosgate, Al been estimated in planning the run" melodrama and olio show
Vernon J. Warkentin
bert Wincbell Frey, Donald Eeong Fong, course offerings and activities of in the Studio Theatre.
Several
Mae R. Weigart
Dolora E. Gallagher, John Robert Gal
Lucille Kathryn Wilson
lagher, John Robert Gallagher, Blanche the season, according to summer former feature players will join
Denise Zapherson
Garretson, Frank Albert Genochio, Eva session Dean J. Marc Jantzen. this summer "stock" group which
Marie Genuit, Wilma Carolyn Gesler,
Vernon John Ghiorzo, James Russell High school graduates need not will be directed by DeMarcus
Giheson, Joseph John Giiheau, Rivera
Jane Giorgi, Walter J. Golman, Jr., Rob wait until fall to begin their col Brown and provide excellent pro
JANUARY 30, 1942
ert Lee Goodnougb, Evelyn E. Gove, lege careers as the summer ses duction experience for all.
Peggy Howard Carlile
Jane Grey, August Gronwoidt, Jr., Rosa
Lenore May Cottrell
lie Anne Haabesland, Christel Haffner, sion makes freshman courses in A CAPPELLA
Eva Elkln
Harry Edwin Hammer, Carol May Han mathematics, English, speech, bi
Barbara Graham
nah, Elaine R. Hawkins, Ellen Jayne
J. Russell Bodley will for the
Glenn Ashbrook Harter
Harrington, Elizabeth Jane Herrick, ology and physical education im
second time develop a summer
Weston W. Inglis
William D. Higby, Donald W. Higgins, mediately available.
Albert M. Irwin
Jon J. Hiramoto, Nancy Jean Hogue,
This is the first step in a plan A Cappella Choir to be heard in
Howard Wright McCargar (Bachelor Warner Holden, Donald Reid Holm, Mar
of Music)
jorie Zell Holmes, Marjorie Jeanne for individual acceleration by public performancee; other con
Alice Eva Montgomery
Hooper, Marine Hughs, Elizabeth Ann
Lewis V. Morrill
Hunt, Eeland Hunt, Margaret Anna means of which freshmen
or servatory musical events are
planned.
Edwin Emil Niessner
Hurt, Charles Robert Hutson, Tokie
junior college students who have
Inouye.
Aron Rempel
The Pacific swimming pool and
Nevada Aleen Sears
Donald Richard Jackson, Mildred the ability can complete gradua
L. Gordon Stewart (Bachelor of
Jackson, Betty Jacobsen, Roberta James, tion requirements in considerably recreation center will be in full
MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIMlUt
Music)
Virginia Ellen James, Barbara Ann
Elizabeth Emma Taylor
four- operation. Summer session mem
Jameyson, Clyde Vernon Johnson, Doris less than the established
A. Johnson, Louis Evelyn Jones, Alfred year span. All undergraduates, berships at special rates will pro
{ IF YOU WANT A JOB—
Coyton Jones, Sally Jones, James Kafall this
| Secretarial
fen, Keyeiyse Kei Kaneda, , Katherin graduate students, degree and vide unlimited use of
AUGUST 23, 1941
June Kasper, George Francis Keddie, Jr.,
equipment for enrolled students
| Civil Service
credential
candidates,
teachers
in
Martha Edythe Keller, Marilyn Louise
John Edwin Brandlin
Kendrick, Evelyn Golden Kizer, Eleanor service, students meeting study and resident members and their
| Higher Accountancy
Kurth, Henry Tadashi Kusame, Virginia
for
specialized families. With these attractive
I Free employment service.
Kuttler, Jacqueline Marie Eagorio, Vic requirements
Angelo Lagorio, Dorothy Alice Law, branches of military service or campus facilities, the unparalleled
JULY 25, 1941
Doris Ann Leach, LeRoy C. Leale, Mit
natural playground which the Ta
chell Cadman Lewis, Martin Brundage defense occupations and other
Ruth Ladelle Coward
Locke,
Cyril
Clyde
Lotz,
Jr.,
Leslie
Low,
special students will find a wide hoe area affords, and the scenic
Roger Gray Cross
|
(Since 1896)
Francis James Mackey, Jr., Roberta Rae
William H. Dawson
range
of subjects to choose from wonders and fine amusement
Madden,
Nora
Maeliara,
Leonard
Lois Fayette Fenstermacher
| SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
George Mohler, Katherine I. Malcolm- among the nearly 100 courses features which the music tour
Pyllis Ann Grimshaw
son, Margery Maggs, Raymond Thomas
Robert Dale Hollingsworth
I
California at Weber
Manuel, Jr., Ken Gehe Mar, Curtis Mar- offered in 15 different depart provides, Pacific summer school
Marion Britton Messick
chant,
Bethe Irene Marriott, Mildred
provides the finest type of vaca
William H. Schedler
Stockton
Mae Marsh, Frank Leon Matteoni, Wil- ments of study.
June Claire Sprague
tion for all as well as the best in
la
Elizabeth
McDonald,
Robert
F.
McMllllllllllllHllllltllliiiiiiiiiiilllliliiiiuiiMllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIinilllllll?
Vinton Stafford Stratton
Keegan,
Robert
McMurtry,
Harold INSTRUCTORS
study opportunities.
Meeske, Marjory Ann Melil, Milo E.
Thirty-four
instructors will
Mehlhaff, Marion Lorraine Miles, Caro
lyn Ann Minahen, Albert Herbert Ml- teach in the three divisions of the CATALOGUES
rati, Joseph Albert Mitchell, Kay H.
Complete catalogues of the
Mitchler, Katherine Claire Moody, War summer session with Dr. Joseph
ren David Mobr, Donald L. Monoghan, S. Roucek, dynamic young politi summer session are available at
Haruko Morita, Barbara Mosman, Doris
Murphy, Virginia C. (Newman, Mary cal science lecturer, billed as the the office of the registrar.
Lou Nunan,
headliner among a group of seven
Splash Prints in Bright Colors
Beulah P. Ong, Bettygene Otto, June
Owens, Granville Arthur Parrot, Mar Gordon B. Stringer, Marjorie Stuart,
visiting professors. Native of the
jorie Ann Patmon, Elaine Merseda Peter beth Sweeney.
son,
Margaret
Josephine
Phillips,
Shigeko Tabuchi, Fred Taioli, June ancient city of Prague, he be
Charles McHenry Pond, Jr., Eleanor Tangen, Marjorie Mae Thatcher, Bar
Powell, Frances Nadine Prothers, Noel bara La Delle Tlioma, Roberta Florence came affiliated with the Amer
Smooth, cool rayon crepe in the gay
Daly
Prince, Bando Ray Purviance, Ja Thomas, Jane Ellen Thresher, Josephine
lemeni
est of floral prints to complement
cob P. Reed, George Fredrick Rhodes, Tomba, Rose Toy, Hideki Tsutsui, ican consular service and later
your summer skirts or
Vera Constance Rodoni, Neil L. Rogers, Frank Harold Turpin, Dorothy Mar came to the United States to
slacks. Notched collar . . .
Jr., Dan Yale Rosenberg, Janice June garet Uriz, Robert Erie VanBuskirk,
Roush, Lucille Leslie Rowe, Jean Ellen Mary Helene Yieira, Milton Albert Val complete his education. Expert
long sleeves. 32-38.
Rudebaugh, Otis Eugene Rule, Cora entine, Bob Ward, Lester Allen War on European affairs, Roucek will
Carolyn Russell, Mary Jane Ryiand, ner, Pearl E. Webb, Robert A. Werum,
Colorice Sanguinetti, Euretta Ruth Genevieve West, Nancy Gardner offer courses, in association with
Carefree Style At A Practical Price! Lorraine
Vivian Sanguinetti, Ralph P. Sanguinet- West, Pat Wilbur, Claire Ann Wilkins, Dr. G. A. Werner, in contempo
i, Sylvia M. Schwartz, Henry Richard Everett Eugene Wilson, Marjorie Peari
Sciaroni, Kathleen Anne Secara, Wallace Winkler, Elizabeth Ann Winter, Gerald rary world politics, twentieth cen
Sharpe, Anne Carey Sherwood, Marlon Nichols Winter, Shirley Wisecarver, tury Europe
and sociological
Margaret Sill, Robert G. Silva, Arthur Catherine Ann Witherow, Katherine E.
Smartly cut rayon cavalry twill! Vernon Smith, Blair Smith, James H. Woodall,
Ralph R. Wright, Sam Satomi problems in America. Many oth
Fitted pleats at waistline for the Smith, Roberta Claire Smith, Clifford Yanari, Gladys Wong, Peggy Ann Wong. er courses in this and other de
Arthur Smythe, Gladys Southard, Edwin
smoothest possible line! Zip- AQQ Neal
Donald D. Spindler,
partments are especially related
per closing. Rich sport col- J®" HowardSpaulding,
FEBRUARY, 1942
Rickard Staples, Ethel May
William Neal Allen, John Louis Ber- to the problem of a world at war.
ors. 12-20.
Stark, June Dorothy Steege, Pearl
Steiner, Thomas Walwyn Stephens, trane, Jr., Aleta Jeanne Billups, Carl
Six and one-half units of credit
Patricia Eleanor Stevenson, James Har Irwin Binford, James Leroy Bird, Melvin
Beautiful
old Stewart, Margaret Inez Stimmann, Jay Bosch, Charles H. Broadhurst Jr., may be earned in the regular fiveBarbara Jane Sullivan, Frances Eliza- Sibley E. Bush Jr., Marvin Merle Church, week session, a load made pos
Ted Coats, Patricia E. Collins, Marian
Combs, Harold Keith Cornell, Hollie Wil- sible by full sixty-minute class
ford Crawford Jr., Dora Anne Dahl,
Norma Jean Dahms, Martin Dobrasin, periods. During the Tahoe post
Joan Edwards, Wheeler Stuart Edwards, session students may enroll for
Erwin L. Ferer, Bernardo Fernandez,
Jean May Fuller, Phyllis Dorothy Green- work while as much as six units
berg,
may be earned during the music
Marian Rosalie Gregson, Elizabeth
Sleekly styled
»- » * • »-•
Kingdon, Raymond S. Kosich, Katherine tour.
one-piece suit
JOT MENASIUP
Margaret Kuivala, William Maring,
with half skirt!
James D. Matheson Jr., Harriet Eliza ACTIVITIES
beth Melton, Janet Rae Miller, Andres
Ricli rayon satin
de Luna Montera, Mary Meriko OkamoA colorful schedule of special
and cotton pique
to, W. S. Orvis, Jr., Setsuko M. Oshita,
fabric — with
John Alvin Prowse, Charles Romayne events and activities will high
"Lastex" for fit!
Reeve, Genevieve Lillian Sandberg, Rob light the Stockton session. A se
ert Joseph Stefan, Jacob Joseph Strohm,
32 to 40.
Jr., Virda Maxine Taylor, Arbutus Flor- ries of lectures will present Dr.
etta Throssel, Boyd B. Throssel, Clinton Roucek to the Stockton public as
E. Ward, Iola Wliitlock.

1 HUMPHREY'S

NOVELTY BLOUSES

198

MISSES' SLACKS

SWIM
SUITS

Silver Hearts

well as to his classes; two gen-

Chas. Haas & Sons
JEWELERS
4X6 B. Main St

Janet Simonoff

ON PACIFIC AVENUE

DRY GOODS - NOTIONS
Trim Fit Anklets
Prints for Skirts
Phone 2891-W
2004 Pacific Ave., Stockton

TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
For Satisfying Haircuts

LINDBERG'S
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Mildred Eachus
to Hold Gavel
of Dorm
With the election of new offi
cers and passing on a constitu
tion, the girls in Women's Hall
held their final meeting for the
semester last Monday night.
Mildred Eachus is to lead the
business of Women's Hall as
president being victorious over
Emma Mae Prising and Dorothy
Fox; she follows Pauline Davis.
The office of vice-president will
be held by Emma Mae Prising
who will follow Kaye Woodall.
Minutes will be noted by Virginia
James who replaces lone Angwin
and the finances will be tabulated
by Margaret Morgan who will
take the office over from Shirley
Wallace.

— Fast Musical —

"BORN TO SING"
STARTING SUNDAY

SOCIETY
BETTY MORRISON, Editor

Sandrock is
New TKK
President

ALICE TO LEAD
ALPHA THETE;
LIL, EPSILON
Yesterday afternoon at 3:00
the members of Alpha Theta Tau
travelled to Lodi for a swimming
party and barbecue dinner. After
dinner the installation ceremony
was held. Alice Boyer accepted
the gavel from Barbara McKenzie, the retiring president, and
presided over her first meeting.
The other new offices are: Vice
President, Leslie Knoles; Record
ing Secretary, Scott Beatie;
Treasurer, Ardys Sibole, Social
Chairman, Betty Cattori, Sergeant-at-Arms, Jane
deWood,
Chaplain, Virginia Spencer and
Rush Chairman, Aimee Arbios.
The new house manager will be
Muerl Walters.
Barbara Turner, the daughter
of Alpha Thete's housemother,
was a guest at the affair. Miss
Turner has just completed her
freshman year at the University
of Arizona, where she is a mem
ber of the Alpha Phi sorority.
She will visit with her mother un
til the close of the Spring semes
ter.
EPSILON
Last night amid soft candle
light the newly elected officers
for the fall semester were in
stalled by Jane O'Connor, out
going president of Epsilon Lamb
da Sigma. Following the tradi
tional ceremony, Jane O'Connor
turned her gavel over to Lillian
Kahan, newly installed president.
Other officers who were installed
at the same time were Jackie
Easby, vice-president; Anne Sher
wood, treasurer; Betty Orvis, re
cording secretary; and Verle Goble, sergeant at arms.
A formal dinner followed instal
lation held in honor of the senior
members of the house. Later in
the evening the seniors enter
tained the members with a fare
well program at which time the
senior wills were read.

Tau Kappa Kappa just com
pleted a busy week with both elec
tion of officers and formal initia
tion of pledges. The newly elect
ed officers were installed at a
formal ceremony Thursday night.
They are Claire Sandrock, presi
dent; June Steege, vice-president;
Doris Johnson, recording secre
tary; Kathleen Secara, treasurer,
and Claire Wilkens, house mana
ger. The pledges who have re
cently taken their membership
oaths are Frances Crozier, Do
lores Costa, Barbara Stocker,
Kathleen Secara, Connie Slater,
Anita Perry, Betty Hellbaum,
Florence McKaig, Wilma Lu Cawley, Mildred Jackson, Lorraine
Marshall, Bobbie Thoma, Virginia
Mae Madson and Jean Justin.

Doris Johnson
Will Attend
Ohio Seminar
Doris Johnson has been select
ed by the S. C. A. to attend one
of the Peace Service Seminars to
be held this summer near Lan
caster, Ohio. Doris will leave
for the East where she will go in
to training after school is out.
These seminars are designed to
offer an opportunity for thinking,
through a spirit of good will and
cooperation, the basic problems
of individuals and nations in re
lation to a positive peace in the
world.
A committee consisting of Dr.
Ralph Eckert, Dr. Paul Trueblood, Professor George Colliver and Miss Essey Tucker are
raising the money to send Doris
back East. Anyone interested in
helping along the fund may leave
their contributions in any of the
above person's boxes.
BUY

ADVERTISED

GOODS

Vacancies Open
in Pacific
Co-op House
The Pacific Co-operative House
needs members for next year.
There are still vacancies for six
girls and seven boys. The op
portunity to join will not be open
longer than the end of this
month.
RECOMMENDED
President of the Co-op Norman
Clayton says, "If you would like
to live frugally in college and yet
fully, I would recommend the Pa
cific Co-op."
The Co-op has for five years
been a highly recommended-offcampus living group. The scho
lastic standing of the Co-op is
among the highest on the campus.
The price of such living is as
cheap as group buying and selling
and group working can possibly
make it.
MEN'S SECTION
The men's section of the Co-op
will be open this summer for any
persons who wish to stay there
while they work here in Stockton.
Rental will be $1.50 a week.
All those interested in either
membership in the Pacific Co-ope
rative house for next year or
rental residence during the sum
mer may get adequate informa
tion and details from any mem
ber of the Pacific Co-operative
House, Carl Hansen or Dr. Hop
kins.

Senior Ball to
Be Tonight
Seniors will hold their ball to
night at the Country Club from
nine until one. Herm Sapiro will
furnish the music; admission is
fifty cents per couple.
Committees
arranging the
dance are Mervil Hammil, Helene
Budiscilich, Ben Hamm, Lois Bugbee, Tom Ferrari, Jane Gray and
Doris Guernsey.
It has just been announced that
the State Board of Education
has reduced the requirement for
Stockton Junior College gradua
tion from 64 units to 60 units.

Pacific Weekly advertisers help sup
port student activities—support our
advertisers.

WHEREVER
Eye
May
Roam
Despite the fact that final,
upon them, boys and ga]s
seem to be able to take tim.
for
IUI capers. One
UHC of
ui the
ine
known romances is that
fling that Claire Moody an
gene Egbert are having tog

Isn't it hard: to go to the ]
two meetings of a class? to
sist that movie date? not tothi
about summer vacation? to
nice to that intelligent girl w
sits next to you during a final1

SIMILES
As exuberate as Dr. Malcc
Eiselen.
As monotonous as those si
ing ads.
As triumphant as those fii
less graduating seniors.
As relieved as those tired, j
plexed profs.

We have received word of J.
Tilson's marriage to an old hi
school girl friend. Dwayne Me
acted as best man way back
New York. Both ex-Stagg n
will be commissioned in the M
ines this June.

Best wishes to Betty Hunefi
who will be a June Army to
tomorrow in the Morris Chaj

We wonder how the sumc
will affect the Stockton Fi
men? They won't be any a*
lonesome than this campus loi
on Saturdays or vacations.

— NOW
REX BEACH'S
u

The Spoilers"

MARLENE DIETRICH

PORT STOCKTON REGATTA
Hollywood All Colored

VARIETY SHOW
and Regatta Ball
(ADMISSION 50c, tax included)

Dancing — 3 Big Nights
WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

TIIAIH

Geo. Montgomery

SATURDAY

BALLROOM

,v
*o it as**®,*

"Sing For
Your Supper"
with
Charles Buddy Rogers

Dial

2-0229

at Weber

PLUMBING SERVICE
WITH A SMILE

DISTINCTIVE, NEW

"The Last of
The Duanes"

years ago, "Stags Upsets Cat."
"We
it' before and we can

"The Mayor of
44th Street"

JINX FALKENBURG

Grant

Kenny Hepper — Ladies 35c, Men 45c, before 9 p.m.

AND

—A

— AND —

8- Big Acts — Comedy Rhythm -8

TONIGHT — LET'S GO DANCING

PAULETTE GODDARD
RAY MILLAND

PAUL HENREID
D —

RANDOLPH SCOTT
JOHN WAYNE

CIVIC AUDITORIUM

...and she'll reveal them
in Paramount^ Spicy Spy Sensation
Starring

"Joan of Paris"
Introducing two new stars
MICHELE MORGAN and

\GEORGE MURPHY and
ANNE SHIRLEY

Saturday Night

TttElADy,
HASMNS

TODAY

I
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42,122.75 Worth of Stamps
gold at Pacific Day

Page 5

SPIRIT OF PSA

Chicago Editor
Is Speaker
for Institute

Purchases $500 Bond;
gurlingame Wins Prize

Stagg

Methodists Convene
Here June 15

College of Pacific's Day for U.S.A. surpassed even the
fondest hopes of everyone concerned, cornered the market
on $2,122.75 worth of stamps and payed enough to. the
United States Government to buy tour lully equipped jeeps.
Everything went ofi better than anybody suspected. The
booth

The annual California Confer
ence of the Methodist church will
be held on this campus during
the week beginning June 15.

between the Administra-*-

jon "building

and Anderson Hall
busy the whole day through.
At the opening in the morning a
reat share of the student body
fvas highly amused at Dick
Uarkle's imitation of Dr. I. Q.

namg and address for me, Mr.
Monagan."
In the afternoon Clint Sher
wood and his stooges, i. e., the
Friday Frolic Gang, amused two
or three hundred people who sat
on
the grass on either side of the
QUOTATIONS
Some of Dr. I. Q.'s eminent quo street.

DELEGATES

s

N,». :

tations were worth several rounds CARNIVAL
audience.
of applause from the
In the evening the carnival was
President Tully C. Knoles bought a smashing success. Every liv

Radio

Class Aids

Stationed in the various booths
at the carnival on Pacific Day
were several members of Herbert

Welch's radio class. They re
corded the amount of the stamp
sales in each booth by telegraph
Those setting up the apparatus
were Tom Churchill, Larry
French and Harold Cloer. Those
operating the apparatus were
Harris Seidel, Ralph
Livoni
Eleanor Powell, A1 Mirati, Bob
Goodenough and Dale Oliver.
This is an example of the profressive training offered in radio
classes.

the first bond—a twenty-five dol
lar affair. Said Dr. I. Q. after
Knoles had retired: "That was
a strange looking man. Get his

BUY WAR BONDS
and DEFENSE STAMPS
then
YOUR JEWELRY

ing group was represented, and
every living group did nobly at
being original, thrifty and full of
fun. Winner of the Who-willtake-in-the-most-War Stamps con
test was Archania. Their novel
arrangement
of
a
delayed
action paddle using human fod
der was far and away the most
popular single concession at the
carnival.
The dance.—in keeping with ev
ery other phase of Pacific Daywas also a terrific success. At
the intermission Doctor Burlnigame was awarded the $25 prize
for having drawn the lucky num
ber.
The bond buying itself was
headed by the Grand Old Man.
Mr. Stagg purchased a five-hun
dred-dollar War Savings Bond.
Late in the day, however, Michael
Cassidy of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation added to the total
with his purchase of another $500
dollar.

fSL -

'--V 7 - vW

Of interest to students is the
Saturday program for the con
Saturday is to be Youth
Coach AMOS STAGG presents to student prexy BOB ference.
Day. The Youth Banquet will be
MONAGAN a check to purchase a five-hundred dollar de at 5:30. There will be an organ
fense bond at the PSA stamp booth recently. A reproduc recital by Allan Bacon at 7:30.
Sunday evening at 6 there will be
tion of the check appears below.
a Youth Service in Morris Chapel.

Three Hundred Copies of MSS
Sold; Complete Sell-out

ALERT
CLEANERS

College of Pacific's annual art
exhibit consisting of craft arts,
wood sculptures, stencil point,
basket-weave, pottery, lithogra
phy, oil and water color paintings,
drawings will be on display in the
Weber Hall studios and corridors
next Friday, Saturday and Sun
day.
Among the most interesting
things are two projects done in
connection with work for the
Master's Degree in art.
One is a wood sculpture of
Amos Alonzo Stagg by Richard
H. Reynolds. The other is nine
oil paintings of the Sacramento
river portraying the history of
the river beginning at its source.
These were done by Thomas K.
Elrick, art teacher at Napa High
school.
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
GRAVEL
ROCK

_

w

THRILL HER
WITH AN ORCHID
FOR THE
SENIOR BALL

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by

2117 Pacific

—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help

DIAL 7-7869

'Where You Meet Everybody'

-KJTXX

VUV.1I

pVI

j lot
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COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

HEADQUARTERS

Laundry Agency

UOCVJ

II

Public morale in war time is
the subject of two new upper di
vision courses of the University
of California at Los Angeles.

C.O.P. Art Will be
Displayed
for Three Days

Dry Cleaning and

JniVpr^:,..

if

SATURDAY

Three hundred iron-grey copies
of the student literary magazine
MSS went on sale Tuesday morn
ing in the Administration build
ing.
At the time of placement on
sale there were only thirty copies
still not spoken for. It is expect
ed that by this morning the en
tire publication of the manu
Dr. Martin Hall, recent exile script has been sold out.
from Nazi Germany, opened the
The magazine is a 36-page af
stamp drive with a talk at the fair, bound lightly with a clever
special assembly. The former res cover which says: MSS—1941 and
ident of the Third Reich was 1942.
adamant in his criticism of the
This year's edition—although
British for not publishing earlier it has suffered through the im
smuggled material showing the pediments of censorship and poor
true state of affairs in Germany. printing craftsmanship—is still
He was also just as positive that considered one of the finest that
the German people must revolt to has ever been published here.
appreciate democracy.
It contains short stories by
Jack Toomay and Clint Sherwood.
An essay on Bagdad-By-The-Bay
by Herb Caen and shorter short
stories by Margaret Stimmann,
Dolora Ghallager and Merle Esplen.
In addition there is a stunning
composition by John Dennis, fel
lowship student here at the Col
lege of Pacific. There is poetry
by Jeanne Woodruff and Jim
Keilty.
Officers for next year's Scroll
and Stylus Club and editor for
next year's Manuscript have not
yet been selected.
Retiring president is Jack
Toomay; retiring secretary, Mar
garet Stimmann. Editor-in-chief
of this year's MSS was Merle
Esplen.

1912 and taug_
schools of Kyoto
f Vears.

The conference will have minis
ters and their wives as delegates.
Although it has been held here
previously, the conference is re
turning this year after an ab
sence of four years.
Dr. Roy L. Smith of Chicago,
editor of Christian Advocate, will
be the main speaker. Dr. Smith
is also to be the speaker, at the
College of Pacific commencement
exercises.
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U.S. Must Tighten Bonds of Friendship
with Latin America, Says Professor

ASONISTS CONFESS

GOOD NEIGHBOR

Good Neighbor Policy Is Vital
to Present War Status

A • - 'ii-u,'.
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Editor's Note:—This is the last in a series of commentative
articles dealing with various phases of the war situation. Because
the United States will play a greater part in the affairs of Latin
America after the tear, the editors feel that this article is very
important at this time.

••
h :
f,

By Prof. FREDERICK E. STEINHAUSER
One of the causes for gratification in our present crisis
I :
. .. i.j
is the improvement in our relations with our neighbors to
,v' f ' r •% • \
the south of us. They are as yet far from perfect, but what
Three girls in a cooking class committed arson on a an improvement over the situation twenty-five years ago
valuable dish towel recently; fearing teacher's reprisals they when Mexico openly sided with Germany and, although
won her forgiveness with the above art work on the black some Central and South Ameri-A
can republics declared war on at them. We must not only travel
board.
« - jh ?N

f ; i' ,

A' '! 'V :

-

least one of our enemies, there
was no such cordial understand
Forget the Dish
ing as today; for Argentina, Chile,
June Sprague
Colombia, the Dominion Repub
Towel — Can
lic, Paraguay and Venezuela not
to Marry
They Cook?
only remained neutral, but did
Not exactly a surprise to their
When three girls in Miss Wiens' not cooperate with us in any way.
friends will be the wedding of
cooking class carelessly left a POLICY
June Sprague and Kenneth Ferdish towel on the stove and it
For the present cordiality we
gusson, both of Stockton, to
burned, they felt chagrined. What must thank the Rooseveltian
morrow in Carson City, Nevada.
to do? They thought a while, fi "good neighbor" policy as much
The bride, daughter of Mrs. nally hit upon a plan.
as the British and American
Claire D. Sprague of Stockton
Why not admit their guilt and propaganda down in Latin-Amer
and H. Irvine Sprague of Mon then suffer the consequences? So
terey, is a graduate of the Col they drew pictures of themselves ican countries tending to persuade
lege of Pacific where her soror on the blackboard and waited for them that their best policy was
ity was Mu Zeta Rho. She is the the fireworks to start. But when represented by the cause of the
only girl to earn her private pi she saw it, the teacher laughed United Nations. Without "the
lot's license under the Stockton and said she felt that they had preparation of the former, the
latter would have fallen on sterile
Junior College Civilian Pilot learned their lesson. They had.
ground.
Training Program and is now
We must not make the mistake
employed by the Air Corps at
Weekly Staff
of believing, however, that our
Fort Mason in San Francisco.
neighbors have completely forgot
Honored
ten their past grievances. They
Chapter houses are maintained
The annual WEEKLY dinner have merely buried the hatchet
by 1,122 professional and 481 hon was held last Wednesday night for the duration.
orary fraternity chapters at at the California Hotel. Earl Edminston of the Stockton Record PAST MISTAKES
American colleges.
What is acknowledged to be the was the guest speaker.
Our mistakes in the past have
Special awards were given to been legion. We have made wars
greatest collection of "Stephen
Foster-iana" in the world is main fourteen members of the staff for and annexed territories. We have
tained at the University of Pitts their loyalty to the paper. Receiv set up a Monroe Doctrine ostensi
ing the tokens were Bob Conaway, bly for the protection of our
burgh.
Jeanne Dagg, Frances Bocek, Dick neighbors, and then failed to ap
Barkle, Bill Ramsey, Willa Mac ply it against a powerful Euro
Donald, Donald Jonte, Jack Too- pean nation in the case of the
may, Mary Yamashita, Phyllis Islas Malvinas, better known to
Dodge, Sally Rinehart, Betty Mor us by their English name of Falk
Super Service Station
rison and Irvine Sprague. Miss land Islands, ^jp which Argentina
2105 PACIFIC AVE.
Eleanor McCann, advisor, was al still lays claim. We have invad
so a recipient.
ed the territories of sovereign
peoples to enforce demands, and
have governed parts of their ter
ritories against their will.
THE HOUSE OF GIFTS
Finally, we have erected tariff
barriers against products on the
GIFTS FOR GRADUATION and FATHER'S DAY
sale of which countries south of
us depend for a living, and then
also GRADUATION CARDS
we have felt aggrieved because
those countries bought goods of
European manufacture in prefer
THE POTTERY & GIFT SHOPPE
ence to our own.

intelligently in their countries,
but also encourage them to travel
in ours. We must learn their
languages and study their litera
ture, for it is there that a nation
lays bare its soul quite uncon
sciously and without any attempt
to conceal, since a nation's litera
ture is produced primarily for its
own people.
If we can help them, treat them
as equals without ideas of polit
ical hegemony, and encourage co
operation by example, we should
be able to form a hemispheric
solidarity that any future threat
to world peace will find unshakeable.

Lyons in V-7

4
4
4
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4
4
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From now on it is up to us to
allay their fears, to show a fra
ternal spirit and a sympathetic
understanding of their problems.
Above all, we must avoid that
condescension, that air of con
scious superiority that has char
acterized our attitude toward

iRACE^SCHOOL
The demand for well trained
secretaries was never greater.

ON THESE HOT SUMMER DAYS

Secretaries trained by this school
are well trained-and are known
as such everywhere.

RELAX AT THE DELTA

Call or write for information.

EXbrook 5232

SECRETARIAL
TRAINING
(OMPI FT* muutDi-i A .

or something

years ago, "Stag# Upsets Cat."
"We diW it' before and we can
do it

COMPLETE C O M M E R C I A L C O U R S E S

*8$UTTER ST.. SAN FRANCISCO

i
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KENT TAYl/OK

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
Bob's Barber Shop
2008 PACIFIC AVE.

MEET THE GANG • - — AT —

BOBB INN
FOUNTAIN

.

. .

CURB SERVICE

ON EL DORADO

SERVING PACIFIC

TED'S

MEAT MARKET
434 E. WEBER

UP TO US

PHONE 2-2112

Recent celebration of the sev
entieth anniversary of the found
ing of the University of Califor
nia revealed that it now has tin
largest alumni association in tie
world.

It has just been announced that
James Lyons, senior student, has
been accepted into class V-7 of
the Naval Reserve.

C and R

2119 PACIFIC AVENUE

P R O F E S S O R FREDERlo
STEINHAUSER, head of the
ern language department, adto.
cates a greater good neighbor po].
icy with Latin America as i
means to our winning peace after
the war.

JIL

DIAL 2-2734

GOVERNMENT and BUSINESS
needs College Men and Women with
BUSINESS TRAINING
Shoht intensive Courses in Shorthand, Typing'
Business Machines, Civil Service Coaching
Summer Term Opens

MONDAY, JUNE 15
Business training helps one market his
college education.
SEE MR. FORKNER

FORKNERS SCHOOLS
115 N. Sutter St., Stockton
914 - 11th St., Modesto

Phone

Phone
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HACK. TENNIS, SWIMMING
|EM PRESENTED AWARDS
Gold Track Shoes
Go to F.W. Champs

to the University of California
Bears early in the year.
Letter winners on this squad
were Ralph Wright, Alfred Taioli, Kenneth Robertson, Homer
Werner, Emerson French, Rus
sell Gibeson, Jack Toomay, Jack
Chappel, Darrel Hull and Lester
Werner.
Robertson,
Werner,
French and Chappel received
sweaters.

Stockton Tiger Cubs, All Three of Them,
Do Mighty Well at National JC Meet
Oliver, Coward, Coach Jackson Make Up Stocktonian Quartet
At Visalia Where Cubs Finish 7th Among Nation's Top JC Squads

COP SEASON
PHENOMENAL

By BOB WERUM
Last week the National Junior College Championship
Track and Field meet was held at Visalia, California. Sacra
mento again showed its Trojan likeness in taking the meet by
a healthy margin. Stockton Junior College, however, again Varsity track had its most pheshowed its lasting qualities by taking a surprise seventh in nominal season in the history of
a field of junior colleges whose^"
—
our institution this year. Under

yesterday at assembly a car
competitive abilities were strong
gj of awards were presented to
er than any in the U. S., except
jfliost 50 athletes who have parthe coast conference.
jjcipated in the field
of swim
i
Z
1
w.1f/\M
^ 1«.
Coach Jackson placed his hopes
tennis
and
track
for
the
ting.
for Stockton's success in three
this
unior college and varsity
outstanding men. First, George
springKer,
whose phenomenal success
Seven fellows were presented
SMALL SQUAD
story in the discus has practically
nth black and gold "Pacific
The smallest but one of the no rival; second, Louie Coward,
ts. These athletes, Les
Dow, Bob Henning, Bill Hune- strongest of the spring squads star sprinter and Junior College
l] George Miller, Bob Mona- was the College of Pacific varsity track captain; and third, Dale
Kenneth Rogers, and Vernon tennis team. Consisting of four Oliver, the freshman half-mile
men, Craven, Hutcheon, Hune sensation.
Ifarkentin, were given this award
All of these men had proved
feld
and Traphagen,, all received
iecause they have won their let
their
worth not only throughout
awards.
The
latter
three
were
ter in one sport three times or
presented with senior jackets for the regular track season but also
o
letters
in
two
sports
two
W
two or three service as a mem in the tough Northern Junior Coltimes.
ber of the team. Ian Hutch Ieege Conference meet recently
A1 Irwin of the U. S. Navy at
en was the team's number one held at Santa Rosa. At that meet
present but a former star foot- man. Paul Craven, a newcomer, this trio was the main reason for
ball player for three years, has
Stockton's startling third place.
was given a sweater.
earned a blanket. It will be sent
HOPES LOW
Finishing in second place
to him.
Stockton went into the meet
the Northern California junior
with low hopes. First, Ker had
college
tennis
ratings,
the
entire
TONERS
five-man team of Fleming, Kaf- made good marks in the discus, in
The swimming awards went to
fen, Prince, Johnson and Crete fact, he is known to have thrown
ten Pacific Student Association were given letters. Sweaters the cart-wheel as far as 146 feet
swimmers who made quite a rep- were awarded to Fleming and in practice. But his newsness at
the event, his natural nervous
itation for themselves this year Crete.
ness, and his tough competition
by sweeping through nine con JAYSEERS
left a great deal of doubt as to
secutive victories, losing only one
Blocks went to ten Stockton how far the Ionian giant would
natch all season. The loss was Junior College track and field be able to toss the platter in the
men, seven of them receiving nationals. Second, Coward, who
sweaters. Previous sweater win was a natural 440 man had been
FORTY-NINE
ners but awarded blocks yester used all year in the 220, the
DRUG CO.
day
were George Ker, Louie broad jump, and the 100-yard
Main & El Dorado.
Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite.
Ph. 2-5143
Coward and Ray Mitchler. Sweat dash in order to garner points for
a slightly lopsided track squad.
Everything to be found in a
ers went to Bob Werum, Samuel
First-class Pharmacy
He had done well in his substi
(Continued on Page Eight)
tute capacity, in fact, he had done !
so well that he was the team's
high point man, and had even
taken third place in the hundredyard dash at the Northern Cali
fornia Junior College Conference
meet; however, now he was faced
Contractors, Builders, and
with having to make his track
abilities over and run the 440
Superintendents of
against such a star as Fred Kais
Construction
er, Sacramento's ace who placed
second nationally only to the
°ne 9-9017
309 First National Bank Building
golden heeled Bourland of U. S.
C. Third, Oliver, a half-miler
Stockton, Calif.
with a great future who had been
plagued all season long with a
series of illnesses which had kept
him from reaching his top form.
He had, however, taken a splendid
T0 THE STUDENTS AND FACULTY OF
third in the half at Santa Rosa
where he had run well under the
COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC AND two-minute mark.
On these three, Stockton placed
her hopes.
STOCKTON JUNIOR COLLEGE
KER WINS
Ker came through and fulfilled
all
the hopes anyone could have
In this, the last issue of the Pacific Weekly
for any golden, "the
Ionian
giant tossed his platter further
for the Term 1941-1942
than the rest and to him came

SHEPHERD & GREEN

first place. His throw was 139
feet 7 inches and represented the
National Junior College cham
pionship. Ker modestly thinks
his achievements are small but
his whole school honors him in
his success.
Coward, as I said before, had
a tough task ahead of him and he
did well. He took third place in
his qualifying heat and was en
titled to run with eight others in
the finals. Lou ran in that final
and ran the best race of his life,
but his late start in training for
the event allowed him to finish in
seventh place, just outside the
money. He ran 49.8 and that is
good, in fact it would have won
the Far Western Conference, but
it would not even place in that
terrific competition at the Na
tionals.

the able direction of coach
"Stonewall Jackson" the entire
aggregation composed of few in
number represented a balance of
overall power which gave them
crushing effectiveness.
The outfit suffered only one
intercollegiate defeat and that
was a mistake because Modesto
Junior College, the perpetrator
of the crime, was later defeated
by Stockton Junior College at
the Northern California Junior
College conference track and
field meet, and C. O. P. proved it
self superior to our J. C. outfit.
Admittedly at the time of that
first meet, C. O. P. was weak in
that some of the best men were
just beginning to get into shape.
Pacific encountered little diffi
culty in winning the rest of its
conference dual meets."

TWO-MINUTE MAN
Oliver, as I said, was potentially
a winner, but his preparation was
against him. He had run the half
mile in well under two minutes
before this, and yet he could not
place in his trial heat, which was
won at 2:01. It might seem to
(Continued on Page Eight)

When the Far Western Con
ference championship meet finaly
rolled around Pacific had a string
of victories, a skeleton squad, and
high hopes for their first cham
pionship.
BUY ADVERTISED GOODS
Pacific Weekly advertisers help sup
port
student
activities—support our
advertisers.

Party and Delicatessen
Orsi's Cakes, Pastries and
Breads are made with
"Enriched" Flour
Open Evenings and Sundays

THE

Let's Meet at

BETWEEN FINALS, AFTER GRADUATION
AND DURING SUMMER SCHOOL

^'ish to express our appreciation for your patronage,
have been very fine and thoughtful and it has
II a pleasure to serve you this year, and may you
1 have a restful vacation and return next fall for
1 ler year of successful school work.
I

THE COLLEGE BOOK

STORE

W. H. MORRIS, Mgr.

LS

II1C

1912 and taug_
^ schools of Kyoto
f years.

nivproU-

•>/:„

rmng service.
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Francis, Stagg's Assistant, Leaves

Sigma Delta Psi
Gets New Member
Recently Sigma Delta Psi, the
national honorary collegiate ath
letic fraternity, accepted the first
freshman member in the history
of S. J. C. to its ranks. Daren
"Mac"
McGavren,
bre e z e d
through the fifteen athletic tests
in less than two weeks.
Until Coach "Stonewall" Jack
son finds time to rig up a ropeclimbing apparatus "Mac" is sub
stituting his J. C. track letter for
that event.
Having qualified in full for
Sigma Delta Psi, Mac will re
ceive his honorary key and cer
tificate to the fraternity just as
soon as they arrive.
KELLEY MEMBER
Walt Kelley, who entered the
Army Air Corps last summer,
and is a C. O. P. graduate ,is the
only other Tiger member of Sig
ma Delta; however, two other
athletes, Vernon Warkentine and
Kenny Rogers, have passed all re
quirements for fraternity ad
mission.

Golf Matches This Afternoon
Wind Up Intramural Program

This afternoon the final intramural play of th
gets under way for it is the annual golf tournamen
play beginning at 1:00 p.m. on the municipal golf ]j
In exceptional cases excuses for classes after !•;
be given, but for no one who has a large number o
Names of the competitors were
submitted this week to Coach
Jackson and Kjeldsen and it in
cludes all Stockton Junior Col.
lege and College of Pacific men
students. They must not be on
probation to be eligible for this
competition, however.
Omega Phi, Archania, Rhizomia, Men's Dorm and the town
teams have squads entered. But
no organization can score unless
three men compete. Four may
compete, and the lowest aggre
gate score of three men wins in
18-hole medal play.
For the entrants the following
should be kept in mind:

(1) Score cards must
curately kept and turned
the course to Coach Jacks
(2) A rate of 30 cer
each competitor has been
ed for the 18 holes—or $
a card good for 30 days.

(3) Scoring: 25 poir
each team (3 men) e
championship team
g(
points; runner-up recei
points, third place gets 12
fourth place will be awai
points, fifth place gets 8
and sixth place team wil]
points.

Pictured at left above is RALPH FRANCIS who has been
assisting Amos Alonzo Stagg for several years here He is a
Pacific graduate and former star football player and for the
last five years has been head basketball coach as well. H'owever,
he is serving his last days at Pacific now, for he has accepted
a position as director of the Lodi recreational department, and
will officially take over his new job at that city next week.

Award Assembly
Held Yesterday

Cubs Do Mighty
Well at Nationals

(Continued from Page Seven)
Jones, Daren McGavren, Dale
Oliver, John Schediway, Donald
Stewart and John Miller.
Mention was made by Coach
Jackson of the fetes of this squad
this season, namely, finishing
third in the big "A" conference
meet. Louie Coward, captain of
the team, was given special men
tion as was George Ker.
The College of Pacific varsity
track awards went to 15 athletes,
Manager Staples and Coach Jack
son.

(Continued from Page Seven)
be making up excuses to say that
Oliver was boxed, and held back,
but these comparative times seem
to indicate that he was. From
eye witness accounts, I find that
was exactly what happened. Oli
ver, a comparatively slow starter,
got caught in the herd of mediocore half-milers and they kept
him from running his own race;
so, Oliver didn't place.
BRIGHT SPOT
The story of our minature
squad's victories and defeats has
the one bright spot of our 10
points and moral victory and our
national rating of the seventh
strongest Junior College track
aggregation in the nation. Ker
won his victory with his 10 points,
but don't forget the spirit and
try exhibited throughout the en
tire season by the entire track
team, and don't forget "Stone
wall" Jackson, the man who un
covered the talents of one George
Ker, the Ionian Giant, who sur
prised the big wigs of trackdom
with his sensational abilities.

The athletes receiving gold
track shoes in recognition of
their winning the Far Western
Conference champion were John
Beanland, Bob Conaway, Stan
ford Cooley, Albert Dauth, David
Earley, Hector Hancock, Jack
Hanner, Bill Hanson, Leland
Hunt, Bob Nikkei, Allen Philp,
Bob Searle, Clare Slaughter, Boyd
Thompson and Vernon Warkentin. Manager Staples and Coach
Jackson received gold shoes.
Jack Hanner was the only track
man to receive a senior jacket.
Sweaters went to Beanland,
Cooley, Dauth, Hancock, Hunt,
Philp and Searle.

KING Jeweler
GIFTS for
GRADUATION

FRIEDBERGER'S

Definitely. . . it's T h r el falls

for BEACHWEAR

Whether you dive, sprint or just
plain dunk, here are the shorts you
need. Trim, brief, close-fitting ones
for Athletic men. Well-cut, comfort
able ones for the average beach-lover.
Plenty of colors in every model.
Come in now and get set for the
sunny weeks that wait ahead.

Cotton Gabardine
Shirred Waist
Zipper Front

O <xn
A.OVJ

Boxer Type Java Prints O
with Shirts to match
Doeskin Finish
Whipstitched Trim

A

Cotton Cable
Stitch Lastex

A AA
*x.UU

All Types of
Lastex

AA

1 QPt to K
i.*7c»
J

Featuring
TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THB PACIFIC CO-ED
339 East Main Street

2047 Pacific Avenue

JEWELERS

Corduroy
Shorts

q AA

O.UU

Doeskin Finish Shorts
A Aft
with Whipstiched Trim..

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET

I HRELFfl LLS

2026 PACIFIC AVENUE
(In Black's)

"Where Price and Quality Meet"

CLOTHES FOR m E n and BOYS
4 3 ^ E.
ST.
STOCKTOfl, CflL

mflin

PHONE 2-7481

yeaire ago, "Stagg Upsets Gal."
"We <M r before and we can
*> H

I

Also Selected
SHORT SUBJECTS

!L

KENT TAYJLOK

I.
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